
Experience a Tandem Skydive over the Al Khiran area from 13,000 ft with 
one of our highly qualified instructors. Get the experience captured on Film 

in high quality with our Video & Photo package.

PLACE: Al Khiran - Kuwait

STANDARD
Handcam Video and Photos

PREMIUM
Outside Video and Photos

DELUXE
Full Package ( Handcam + 
Outside Video and Photos )

99 KWD

139 KWD

160 KWD



99 KWD

139 KWD

160 KWD

STANDARD
Your instructor will record your entire experience with a gopro in high 
quality, the format will be selfie type. A folder with photos and an edited 
video will be sent to your email

PREMIUM
Two instructors will fly with you. They will record your experience at 
different angles. A folder with photos and an edited video will be sent to 
your email



DELUXE
Full Package ( Handcam + Outside Video and Photos )
You will have a video with incredible shots, from different perspectives.



TIPS FOR YOUR JUMP

Arrive at the drop zone one hour before the 
assigned time.

1.

Wear comfortable clothes and lace tennis. 
If you wish, in the jumping area we can 
lend you a special suit for your comfort. 

2.

Bring your identification document or 
passport.

3.

Follow all the instructions of your instructor, 
before, during and after the jump.

4.



1. Age: You must be at least 18 years old, but there is no maximum age.

2. Weight: Not exceed 90 kg for females and 100 kg for males. There are 
additional fees for people over these weights (maximum to 110.0 kg)

3. No scuba diving 24 hours prior to your jump

4. The course full price (980 kd) needs to be paid before the first jump of the 
course

5. No cancellations or refunds. All purchases are valid for 12 months (from 
the date of purchase)

6. If the person decides not to continue with the course, the payment or 
balance in account is also non-refundable or transferable

7. If the person doesn't satisfy the training criteria for any part of the jumps 
and be required to repeat them, the jumper will be charged for the extra 
jumps

8. Plan on spending minimum 1 week at Kuwait Skydive to complete the first 
basic levels. Take in your mind that Skydiving is a sport that depends on 
weather conditions, and you can maybe need more time to complete the 
course.

9. In the event of bad weather conditions, Kuwait Skydive has the right to 
reschedule your jumps

10. You may schedule your theoretical class by contacting us a minimum of 
24 hours prior

11. Plan on spending minimum 1 week at Kuwait Skydive to complete the 
first basic levels. Take in your mind that Skydiving is a sport that depends on 
weather conditions, and you can maybe need more time to complete the 
course.

12. If you have any health concerns, talk to your doctor before and make 
sure to complete the fitness declaration form that we provide you, before the 
theoretical class.

Terms and Conditions

@KUWAITSKYDIVE


